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I have a deep desire to live a life that pleases God and to continually grow in my faith.  I believe that 
God has called me to lead His people into worshipping Him and my gifting confirms this.  My pursuit is 
to be in a place where I can both use my gifts in fulfillment of my calling and be discipled.   
 
As IBC looks to move forward from an extended interim period, both in the pastorate and worship 
ministry, the congregation will be excited and nervous about potential change.  I believe I have specific 
ministry experiences and skills that would uniquely prepare me to facilitate growth in your worship 
ministry as well as be an asset to the staff in the midst of this transition. Transitions have followed me 
throughout my ministry.  I have led a college choir through a transition from an autonomous collegiate 
organization to becoming part of the university’s spiritual life department.  I have been asked to step in 
the place of a youth minister who left under controversy and help provide healing to families so that they 
may move forward.  In two churches I have been asked to transition the style of worship and the overall 
structure of the ministry.  Through these experiences I have learned the importance of a unified staff and 
how to work as part of a team.  I have also learned how to help people process their past experiences, let 
go of what they need to and begin looking toward the good that is coming.  To quote your blog, they 
need to “draw a line on a wall or in their mind.”  A transitioning church, like individuals, often needs to 
be led to that point so that they can begin dreaming and believing again.  In a church of IBC’s size, there 
are around 200 people leading in worship, at some level, facing the congregation.  The community can 
see on their face whether they believe in why they are at Immanuel.  That can promote or kill growth. 
 
From a technical perspective, I have a vast musical background that has equipped me in choral, 
orchestral and worship band style worship.  The key to growth in a worship ministry is to develop a 
culture that is authentically worship and of excellent quality yet is not too intimidating for the average 
musician to feel as though they can be a part.  The last two churches I have served have experienced a 
substantial growth rate.  In my current church there has been an increase of 300% in total involvement.  
At my previous church there was a growth in choir involvement to 20% of the congregation.  In each, 
growth in quality and spiritual depth has increased proportionately to the numerical growth.  There are a 
few foundational qualities that created this culture of growth: 1) Rehearsals must refreshing, challenging 
and conscious of the time that volunteers give.  2) People must feel listened to and shown that effort has 
been made to understand them. 3) Musicians must be discipled to be more in love with worshipping God 
than performing music, perhaps the most difficult quality to achieve.  4) Leaders must be developed, 
then empowered to lead and to use their creativity to enhance the overall ministry.  As people are 
empowered and energized to lead they will by default compensate for the weaknesses that every leader 
has.  The result is an inviting culture of discipleship and excellence.  As the culture reproduces itself, the 
size and depth of the ministry will naturally grow in unison. 
 
Lastly, I believe I am self-aware.  I know that I have spoken boldly about what I can do, but I am keenly 
aware of my weaknesses.  I have come to realize that my success depends directly on the people I am 
surrounded by.  I am not skilled enough to be “the show,” but I understand music, musicians and 
worship well enough to create a team of people who can be.  I desire to be part of a team.  I am 
constantly in the process of learning. I am willing to learn from people who desire to mentor me and 
desire to see me grow spiritually, emotionally, as a husband, a father, a musician and as a leader. 
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